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1  
 Logtrust specializes in o° ering real-time unlimited Big 
Data solutions that allow the integration, management and easy 
visualization of all the data generated by an organization to obtain 
operational and business intelligence.

Logtrust’s mission is to democratize real-time BigData analysis 
tools for companies of all sizes and sectors, enabling them 
to maximize their business value with security intelligence, 
infrastructure monitoring, compliance, customer behaviour and 
business monitoring solutions. 

2 
 This document is a Start-Up reference guide for the 
Logtrust Big Data platform. The document is defi ned to provide 
the most common examples and descriptions for all Logtrust 
users who want to be introduced to the typical Logtrust work fl ow. 
This document is targeted at any new or experienced user who is 
proactively searching an e  ̋ cient way to work with common Big 
Data tasks. 

3 

• To introduce the Logtrust product and interface

• To introduce the typical Logtrust work fl ow

• To describe the Logtrust data collecting process 

• To identify di° erent data sources and setting up the 
di° erent methods to send data 

• To describe the ways to process and to present data using 
Logtrust

4 
 The Logtrust interface is a high-end full web based 
application that uses a vast variety of the latest web technologies. 
For this reason it is always recommended to use modern 
versions of a web browser to connect to the interface. Logtrust 
recommends using Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome browsers. 
Currently not all versions of Internet Explorer are fully supported, 
therefore it is highly recommended that they not be used. 

This chapter is written to introduce the entire currently active 
Logtrust interface with the maximum amount of detail. Logtrusts 
knowledge base, or wiki, will contain any further information that 
is not included in this document. To view the Wiki KB items please 
use the following link:
https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/logtrust+Docs+Home

4.1 Home View

The Home screen is to give a quick view of what is collected, 
active alerts and notifi cations tailored per user account access 
level. The event data details are saved with a long history that can 
always be accessed when needed. From the Home view the user 
can fi nd details per data sources and the amount of data per data 
source. can fi nd details per data sources and the amount of data 
per data source. 

1Introduction

2
3
4

Purpose of the
document

Scope of the
document

Getting
started with 
the Logtrust

interface
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Figure 1: The Home screen

The tool menu on the column to the left is used to navigate 
through the entire Logtrust product.

Figure 2: Tools Menu

All the graphs presented in the Home screen are interactive 
graphs. The Event graphs in the center o° er a deeper view by 
hovering the mouse over of the graph. If a specifi c time is needed 
to be studied, the time rage can be modifi ed from 1 hour to 1 year.
 
                             

Figure 3: Hover over for details         Figure 4: Changing the time range

The Alerts view presented in the top center column o° ers a general 
detail view of the alerts. Choosing a specifi c alert, by clicking on 
the magnifying glass icon, will show the full alert details including 
the actual alert message. 
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Figure 5: Viewing alert details

The right hand column presents the In-House Relays integrated 
to the account and the performance of each. Below the In-House 
Relays, all active data tables are presented with their general 
performance. By clicking on the graph, a detailed view will be 
opened.  On the detailed view the time range can be switched 
between the last day and up to the last year. The view also 
presents a comparative graph using historical data with related 
periods as well a prediction of the future data based on historical 
data profi les.  

Figure 6: Viewing specifi c data table details

4.2 User Da shboards

The User Dashboards tool is to build fi nal interactive reports for 
data presentations over the fi nal processed data. The Dashboards 
is a unique way to present the data tables saved as Dashboard 
data sources to give the best and fasted report and allowing to  
share them between all or specifi c users. 

For more detailed information about dashboard sharing, please 
refer to the chapter 8 – Data Presentation.

Dashboards are reports that can be built freely using predefi ned 
objects called Widgets. These Widgets are small separately 
embedded applications used to present the data in di° erent 
ways. Today Logtrust o° ers a vast variety of di° erent Widgets and 
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is working continuously to introduce new and improve existing 
ones. 
When entering the User Dashboard tool for the fi rst time, a new 
Dashboard has to be defi ned. It is done by clicking on the Add 
New Dashboard button in the middle of the screen.

Figure 7 : Empty Dashboard view

When adding a new User Dashboard certain level of confi guration 
must be introduced in the confi guration screen. The Dashboard 
name and to what size of screen it should be optimized is 
important.

Figure 8 : New User Dashboard confi guration

By clicking the Save button, an empty Dashboard will be shown 
and the next step is to introduce all the Widgets needed to present 
the data. 
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Figure 9 : New empty user Dashboard

By clicking the Add Widget button, a Widget menu pops-up 
displaying all the available Widgets to choose from. Each Widget 
is designed to show a certain type of graph, and each has specifi c 
confi guration to setup the exact way the data is to be presented. 

Figure 10 : The current Widget menu

Below you can see an example of some of the Widgets used to 
present a specifi c Dashboard Data Source data. 

Figure 11 : An example Dashboard using a variety of Widgets
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Figure 12 : A Chord Diagram on the left and on the right a Voronoi tree

To be able to add a Widget to the Dashboard a Dashboard 
Data Source has to be created fi rst. The data source creation is 
introduced in Chapter 8 – Data Presentation. 

4.3 Search Tool

The Search tool is one of the most important tools in the Logtrust 
product. The tool is used to view, search, modify and enrich the 
collected data. 

Select the tool from the Tools Menu by clicking on Search. The 
tool opens with a view that presents all the correctly collected 
data tables. The table identifi cation structure is separated through 
up to four levels of tags and can be used on whatever level. In the 
same view, at the top there are two tabs available to change the 
view. The fi rst tab, Finder & Favorites, is the default table structure 
and the second tab, Last Queries, is a list of searches done in the 
past for a quick re-access.

Figure 13 : Search view

To view a data table, select the tag and access the data. All the 
tags in the four di° erent boxes represent a level of access. For 
example if you need to see what connections were allowed by a 
Fortinet fi rewall the tag to select is: fi rewall -> fortinet -> tra  ̋ c 
-> allowed. By selecting tags from the fi rst box of tags on the left, 
all the options on the other boxes will be fi ltered just to give the 
options the selected tag structures have. 
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Figure 14 : Example of fi rewall.fortinet tag options

Figure 15 : Accessed data table view

Figure 16 : Viewing the Last Queries

The Last queries view shows the queries within a time rage. The 
user can select to see the queries executed within the last 1h, 6h, 
12h, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month or maximum 1 year. The queries list 
can be fi ltered with key words in case the query you are looking 
for does not appear at fi rst sight.

The Actions column at the end of each query row has three 
possible actions: add to favorites, add tags and share the query.
The heart symbol is to save the query to the favorite queries 
presented on the Search main view. The arrow symbol is to add 
additional tags to the query and the last symbol is to share the 
query between other users in the domain or even make it public 
to all users. 
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Figure 17 : Last Queries’ Actions column

Figure 18 : Adding additional tags

Figure 19 : Query share action view

4.4 Account Administrator

The Account Administrator tool is for all account’s user actions. 
It is used to add, modify and delete users as well as to monitor all 
the historical user activities in the account. 

Figure 20 : Account Administrator Menu
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4.4.1  Users

This menu is visible only to the administrator user of each of the 
accounts. The Administrator user can access this option to display 
users’ access, remove them and give access to new users.

Figure 21 : Tool User View

The Users Tool consists of three tabs to modify and to monitor the 
users in the account: User Management, Last User Connections 
and User Activity. 

4.4.1.1 User Management

The User Management is where the Administrator users can add, 
remove and modify user accounts. 

Figure 22 : User Management

Each defi ned user has a status that indicates if the user is active 
or non-active. The status can be swapped using the green/red 
person icon on the Actions column. The user removal tool is also 
located in the Actions menu as a trash bin icon.

Figure 23 : User Status and User action

New users can be added using the ADD USER button on the 
top right of the user list. By clicking the button a confi guration 
window pops-up. In this new window the Admin should specify 
the user name and the email address that will also be the user’s 
login id. After the name the Admin needs to specify the new user’s 
access level. The options for user access levels are End User, 
Administrator and No Privileges. 

On the right side of the screen the Admin can specify what shared 
items the user can access in case of a non-Administrator role 
being added. The elements shown in the Allowed Application 
list depends on the general account settings and what has been 
shared by the Admin users. The default application is to defi ne a 
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default view for the user when logging in. 

Figure 24 : New User settings

There are four user types on the platform:˙

• OWNER: This is the prime user. It is the owner and creator 
of the domain and has administrator permissions.

• ADMINISTRATOR: Users with administrator permissions. As 
the OWNER, they have access to all functionalities, but 
their permits can be revoked or the user can be removed.

• NO PRIVILEGES: users with specifi c permissions. They can’t 
access the Domain Administration menu and would only 
be able to access the applications for which they have 
been granted permission.

• END USER: This user type only has access to an alternative 
portal. In this portal the End User can see and use the 
vertical applications on which he/she has permission.

Figure 25 : User Levels

Figure 26 : Default Application Selection

Each user account may belong to di° erent domains. And it can 
have a di° erent role in each. In the main menu you can change, 
in a dynamic form, the domain you’re working on; thus speeding 
up the switch of work context. This hot swap is also possible for 
END USERS.
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Figure 27 : A User with access to multiple Domains

4.4.1.2  Last User Connections

On the Last User Connections tab the Admin user can view which 
users have been connected or have been trying to connect to the 
Logtrust account. The list can be fi ltered between successful and 
failed connections using the predefi ned fi lters on the top right 
corner of the list.

Figure 28 : Last User Connections view

Figure 29 : Filtering options for connection type and the amount of last items 

to show

4.4.1.3  User Activity

On the User Activity view the Admin user can follow up the history 
of each user with an interactive graphical session tracking report. 
The report can be used to show the certain time range and all 
users or just a specifi c user.

Figure 30 : User Activity view
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4.4.2  Relays

The Relay tool is used to display and modify all the confi gured 
In-House Relays in the account. Here the user can activate In-
House Relays and defi ne tagging rules for the Relay tra  ̋ c. On 
the general view, a list is shown and the details can be accessed 
by clinking on the Relay name. In the Actions column, the Relay 
settings can be modifi ed or the Relay can be removed from the 
account. 

The In-House Relay is an optional free of charge component 
designed to help the data collection tasks by acting as an 
aggregation point between public and private networks for all 
the data source devices. The In-House Relay also adds, on top 
of the aggregation function, compression, encryption, bu° ering, 
tagging and rate controlling capabilities.
 
For further information regarding the In-house relay please refer 
to 6.3.2

Figure 31 : General In-House Relay list

By clicking the ADD DATA SOURCE button a new view will be 
opened presenting Data Source integration information and direct 
links to download Relay software for di° erent virtual machine 
technologies. 

Figure 32 : Add Data Source view

The IN-HOUSE RELAYS button is used to activate newly introduced 
or previously deactivated Relays. 

Figure 33 : In-House Relay view

For Relay modifi cations such as rules, access the Relay 
confi guration by clicking on the Relay name. 
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Figure 34 : Relay details

When a new In-House Relay has been added, it normally needs 
processing rules to be able to forward the event data with correct 
tag labelling. Rules are added using the ADD RULE button located 
in the Relay details view that can be accessed by clicking the Relay 
name. 

Figure 35 : Specifi c In-House Relay details

4.4.2.1  Rules Confi guration

Each In-House relay has a set of rules to defi ne. The rules are 
applied in order to all the events sent to the Relay.

Rules determine how the events will be l̇abelled in the destination 
according to di° erent source parameters such as the source port 
or source IP among others.

The importance of this process is that there will be systems that 
originally have no other way to tag the events˙but using the 
Logtrust In-House Relay rules.

Mandatory information for each rule is:

- Rule name

o A name to identify the rule.

- Source port  

o The port that is used in the data source device as 
the destination port.

- Source IP

o This not mandatory if the source port can identify 
the data source device. But in case multiple data 
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source devices are sending event data to the 
standard port UDP/TCP 514 and are received by the 
same Relay, then the IP address would be the only 
di° erentiator of the sources.

- Hostname

o The rule will only be applied to the events coming 
from this host.

- Source Tag

o This rule will be applied only if the tag prefi x meets 
the regular expression. The Source tag is used to 
classify events, and if it matches the predefi ned tag 
coming on the event, the rule will apply (will apply 
if all of the other parameters mentioned above also 
match). Valid Formats: word.word*˙

- Target Tag

o This is the destination tag that will be applied to 
the events that meet the rule. Valid Formats: word.
word*

- Prefi x

o Indicates whether the Ṫarget Tag ẇill be applied as 
a prefi x for events that satisfy the rule. Example:

-  SourceTag: web.info

-  TargetTag: org5

-  isPrefi x: true

 Final output events tag: org5.web.info

- Stop processing

o Indicates whether events that match this rule will 
no longer be processed with the following rules.
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Figure 36 : Adding a new Relay rule

4.4.2.2  Relay Confi guration 

To access the general confi guration for the In-House Relay, click 
on the tab called Relay Confi guration. Settings can be viewed and 
modifi ed by clicking on “Edit”. To return to the Logtrust’s default 
settings (recommended) use the Reset button.

- Memory Bu° er Limit

o The maximum size of memory where the events 
that for any reason (blocking/other) could not be 
sent successfully will be held. If the bu° er is full, 
they will be sent to a disk bu° er. If this bu° er is 
also full, the oldest events would be ḋiscarded. The 
maximum volume allowed is half of the Java pile 
assigned. So, currently the maximum is 256MB.

- Disk Bu° er Limit

o Same as above but referring to the disk bu° er

- Timeout

o The timeout of the output socket (connection and 
writing)

- Keep Alive

o If the output socket is confi gured with˙keep alive
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- Bu° er Size (Bytes)

o The bu° er size of the TCP socket˙

Figure 37 : Relay Confi guration view with default values

4.4.2.3  Relay Apps 

The Relay Apps in the Relay details is for future use and not 
currently applicable. The future use is to be able to activate special 
Relay Agents to integrate the Relay with 3rd party products using 
a specifi c method. Today the integration is done manually by 
Logtrust engineers and the options available are Twitter message 
reception and SNMP Agent integration. 

Figure 38 : Relay Apps

Force Generate New Certifi cate is an option to use when the 
Relay is su° ering communication issues, for example, with the 
Logtrust account. Using this action the X.509 SSL/TLS certifi cates 
are regenerated and synchronized automatically between the In-
House Relay and Logtrust.

Figure 39: Force new certifi cate generation

4.4.3  Credentials

The Credential tool lets the user view and copy the API key used 
to setup the In- House Relay and to download the X.509 SSL/TLS 
certifi cates to set up data source devices to send event data in a 
secure way to the Logtrust account. 
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Figure 40 : API Key and API Secret for In-House Relay setup

Figure 41 : X.509 Certifi cates download for setting up SSL/TLS connections

4.4.4   Subscription Info

Subscription info tool is to view and/or to modify the Logtrust 
subscription plan settings. This tool can be used to calculate the 
monthly fees for the option-set needed to take the full advantage 
of the Logtrust product. It can also be used to cancel the 
subscription or update the billing information.
 
In the situation of an account temporarily exceeding its subscribed 
limit, a notifi cation to Logtrust support will be generated. If the 
subscription continues to be exceeded, or is occurring on a 
continuous basis, Logtrust support would then notify the assigned 
account contact to o° er an account upgrade to cater for the new 
data volume needs. It is also possible to assist the customer in 
reducing the volume of data being collected, or throttle down the 
event creation in the data source devices by modifying the event 
criteria.

Figure 42: Subscription Info

4.4.5  Application Gallery

Application Gallery is where Admin users can activate available 
applications to be assigned and used by account users. Logtrust is 
actively creating new applications and adding new functionalities 
that can be assigned to end-user accounts for free or with a 
cost. The Application Gallery can be considered as a Logtrust 
application market place.
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Figure 43 : Application Gallery

4.4.6  Alerts Confi guration

The Alert Confi guration tool is for controlling active pre-defi ned 
and user defi ned alerts and how the raised alerts should be 
distributed. The alert tree uses three levels of grouping: category, 
subcategory and the alert name with an exception with the user 
defi ned alerts where the category group is always MyAlerts.

The list of all available defi ned alerts is presented on the main 
view. The user can search alerts one by one or fi lter the list for 
specifi c alerts. Filters are made by choosing between column 
items specifying the alert groups: category, subcategory and alert. 
The action column is to activate and de-activate specifi c alerts. 

The last column on the left is to specify the delivery settings used 
by the alert. 

Figure 44 : Alert Confi guration main view
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Figure 45 : Changing the alert delivery settings

The second tab, Delivery Settings, is used to specify the delivery 
options needed for the alert distribution. All the possible delivery 
methods are listed for confi guration on the right hand column: 
Email, SMS, HTTP – Json, Service Desk, Jira, Pushover, Pager Duty 
and Mobile App. To confi gure the delivery method, click on the 
name and fi ll in the settings.

Figure 46 : Delivery settings

4.4.6.1  Delivery settings

Email

By confi guring an alert delivery method via Email, the real-time alerts 
can be received on any device capable of receiving emails.

Click NEW to add:
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tIHTTP – Json

By confi guring an alert delivery method via HTTP-Json, real-time 
alerts are received on a server confi gured to receive J̇son ȯbjects.
˙
The alert is sent by ṖOST, encapsulated as a JSON object to the 
server chosen by the user.˙

These Json objects can be sent by ḢTTP˙orḢTTPS. 
If you wish to increase the delivery security, it’s possible to transfer 
the alert to a server using Ḋigest access authentication’s user and 
password.

Click NEW to add:

To validate the server, a HTTP message with a code will be received 
on the indicated URL; once received, ṗress ṫhe red button˙
To validate the server, a HTTP message with a code will be received 

i̇n 
the status bar to activate.

A screen will appear. Introduce the code and press save.

Note that the status that previously appeared in red turns green˙

˙once the server is validated.
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Service Desk

By confi guring an alert delivery method via Service Desk Plus, real-
time alerts are received on a server running Ṡervice Desk Plus. 

The alert can be sent by two di° erent methods (defi ned by Service 
Desk Plus itself). These methods are ṘEST˙andṠERVLET. 

Click NEW to add:

Once saved, it will appear in the list of possible destinations for
an alert.

To validate the server, a message with a code will be received 

in the˙ Service Desk˙ application of the˙ indicated˙ URL; once 

received,˙press˙the red button˙ ˙in the status bar.

A screen will appear.

Introduce the code and press save.

Note that the status that previously appeared in red turns green˙

˙once the server is validated.
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Jira

By confi guring an alert delivery method via Jira, real-time alerts are 
received on a server where JIRA is installed.
˙
Click NEW to add:

Once saved, it will appear in the list of possible destinations for 
an alert.

To validate the server, you’ll receive a Jira message with a code to 
the indicated URL; once received, ṗress ṫhe red button˙
To validate the server, you’ll receive a Jira message with a code to 

i̇n the 
status bar.

A screen will appear. Introduce the code and press save.

Note that the status that previously appeared in red turns green˙

˙once the server is validated.
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Pushover

By confi guring an alert delivery method via PushOver, real-time alerts 
are received in a PushOver account.˙

Click NEW to add:

Once saved, it will appear in the list of possible destinations for 
an alert.

To validate the server, a PushOver message with a code will be 
received by the indicated account; once received, ṗress ṫhe red 
button˙
received by the indicated account; once received, press the red 

˙in the status bar to activate.

A screen will appear. Introduce the code and press save.

Note that the status that previously appeared in red turns green˙

˙once the method is validated.
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Pager Duty

By confi guring an alert delivery method via PagerDuty real-time 
alerts are received in a PagerDuty account.

Click NEW to add:

Once saved, it will appear in the list of possible destinations for 
an alert.

To validate the server, a PagerDuty message with a code will be 
received by the indicated account; once received, ṗress ṫhe red 
button˙
received by the indicated account; once received, press the red 

˙in the status bar.

A screen will appear. Introduce the code and press save.

Note that the status that previously appeared in red turns green˙Note that the status that previously appeared in red turns green 
˙once the method is validated.

Mobile App

Install and confi gure the Android mobile app to receive the real-
time alerts.
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4.4.6.2  Alerts System Confi guration

The third tab, Alerts System Confi guration, is used to create alert 
delivery policies. 

Figure 47 : Alert System Confi guration

These policies are used to create a customized alert distribution 
scenario for the solution. 

Figure 48 : Alert delivery policy

Anti-fl ooding Policies are used to limit the number of alerts 
avoiding the fl ooding of the monitoring system used to receive 
alerts. Anti-Flooding policies are applied to the delivery policies 
using the Anti-Flooding column.

Figure 49 : Anti-Flooding policies

Figure 50 : Defi ning Anti-Flooding policies
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4.4.7  CI Center

This tool is only visible for accounts where the dashboard option is 
activated. This is an on-demand function for demo or temporally 
“free of cost” accounts. In all production accounts the option 
should be available if not explicitly deactivated. 

CI Center tools are to control Dashboard data sources as well as 
active Permalinks. Each data source creates an aggregation task 
which can be viewed, started, stopped, deleted or shared using 
the Actions column functions. The CI Center can also be used to 
view and delete all created and active Permalinks.

Figure 51 : Aggregation task list

The actions column items allow to view the detail, stop an active 
task, delete an inactive task, start an inactive task and share a task.

Figure 52 : Actions column

The aggregation task details include the actual data query of the 
DashBoard data source created. To repeat the query it is as simple 
as copying and pasting the query into the Query editor located in 
the Search Tool Bar. 

Figure 53 : Dashboard data source aka. Aggregation task details

To share the aggregation task, click the sharing icon on the action 
menu and specify the details. The share can be done between 
Public users, all Logtrust, Domain users, account users.
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Figure 54 : Sharing an aggregation task

On the Permalink tab the user can view or delete existing 
Permalinks. Viewing the Permalink gives the user information 
about the creation time, if the time range is editable and if the 
Permalink is public.
 

Figure 55 : Active Permalinks

Figure 56 : Permalink Action column

4.5 Applications

In the applications menu the  user can access the applications 
assigned to the account. The list of applications is limited to 
the account user and the Logtrust service plan that is currently 
subscribed. Admin users can use the Application Gallery tool to 
activate and deactivate applications and then the Users tool to 
assign the access to the application per user’s account. 

Figure 57 : Application examples
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Figure 58 : Using the Applications Gallery tool for activating and deactivating 
apps

For further information about Vertical Applications currently 
available please refer to Annex 9.7 Vertical Applications. 

4.6 Alerts

The Alert view is used for active alert management. This tool gives 
access to all the information of triggered alerts. The alerting tool 
is a complete management tool to monitor the accounts alerting 
requirements. The Alerts view is constructed with several areas 
that give a di° erent view of the existing triggered alerts.
 
In the alert list below the screen is where all the alerts are listed 
as they have been specifi ed. Each alert has a status, a type, alert 
details, a category, a priority, a time when raised and an action for 
control.

Figure 59 : Alert Management

The Actions column has fi ve functions to choose from:

• Show alert details 

• Create annotation for the alert

• Close the alert

• Delete the alert

• Use alert details as a fi lter to search other alerts

Figure 60: Column Actions 
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Alert details show the actual specifi ed alert message. 

Figure 61 : Alert details

A fi lter can be created by using the fi ltering icon in the action 
column or by clicking the alert name, category or type. When 
specifying a fi lter using the fi lter icon in the action column a 
confi guration dialog pops up. At fi rst an actual criteria fi lter has to 
be specifi ed and then a new dialog is opened to fi ll in more details. 

Figure 62 : Filtering

The new fi lter confi guration dialog copies the context, category 
and the priority from the alert selected. The rest of the details 
should be fi lled accordingly and the fi lter is saved and activated 
by clicking save. 

Figure 63 : Filtering criteria
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Figure 64 : Basic Data fi ltering options

Figure 65 : Extra Data operators

Each fi lter created can be used to assign an automatic action for 
all matching alerts. The action options are:

Figure 66 : Filter Actions

Figure 67 : Filtered alerts

The action function annotation is used to add notes to the raised 
alert.
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Figure 68 : Create annotation

At the top right of the Alert screen the accumulated alert count 
in time is presented. The time scale can be changed from 1h up 
to 1 year. The actual graph shown is also interactive and can be 
changed between 4 di° erent graphic types.
 

Figure 69 : Line graph

Figure 70 : Voronoi graph

Figure 71 : Heat calendar

Figure 72 : Flag diagram
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4.6.1  Post Filters

The second tab of the Alerts screen is used to create post fi lters 
applied to matching alerts after viewing the alert. 

Figure 73 : Post Filters

4.7 Notifi cations

Logtrust generates notifi cations for users to be informed over 
important events in the system. Notifi cations received within the 
account can be viewed in the Notifi cation tool. 

Figure 74 : Notifi cations list

Figure 75 : Example Notifi cation of a new table format

4.8 Preferences

The account preferences per user or per account can be viewed 
and modifi ed in the Preferences tool. Both preferences are exactly 
the same but the user preferences apply only to actual user and 
the account to everyone in the account. The tool has four setting 
categories: Global, AVM, Alerts and Annotations.
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Figure 76 : Global settings

Figure 77 : AVM - Vertical Application Monitoring

Figure 78 : Alerts settings

Figure 79 : Annotation settings

4.9 Social Intelligence

Social Intelligence is another on-demand tool for domains. To 
activate the tool please talk to Logtrust support or your Logtrust 
sales representative. 

The Social Intelligence tool is to follow the account or domain 
sharing activities. All the users have access to this view. When 
sharing information the target audience is chosen by the sharer 
and all the users belonging to that audience can see the detail 
information of the shared item. Shared items can be dashboards, 
search queries, Dashboard data sources and applications.
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Figure 80 : Social Intelligence Tree

4.10  Useful Links

At the bottom of the Main Tool bar some important and useful 
links are listed. The user can fi nd a link to contact Logtrust 
support or to go to the Logtrust knowledge base, Wiki. Within 
the public knowledge base Wiki, the user can fi nd a huge amount 
of predefi ned confi gurations, examples or general documents 
regarding the Logtrust system.
 

Figure 81 : Useful links
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6.2 Data Source Support

Logtrust can receive all the events from most data sources exactly 
as they were generated by the source without any fi ltering or 
discarding pieces of information.
 
6.3 Direct or In House Relay Collection 

Logtrust supports two ways of sending data from the sources for 
collection. The fi rst way is to use the common Logtrust cloud 
based collection and the second is to setup an In House Relay to 
collect the data. 

6.3.1  The direct cloud based collection

In this case all the data sources are to be confi gured to send 
the data directly to the Logtrust account located in the Logtrust 
cloud. The data can be sent in a native way as well as in a secure 
way over SSL depending normally on what data sending methods 
are supported by the data source. 

6.3.2  In-House Relay

The In-House Relay is a part of the Logtrust solution a nd is used 
for collecting events generated by various data source devices 
and then forwarding all the event data to the Logtrust data 
repositories.
 
The In-House Relay also performs the following operations:

• Compresses the event data and sends the node data 
securely over SSL / TLS

• Allows to label the events using tags to identify their 
format.

• Filter or exclude events based on rules or patterns

• In case of a connection problem with the data repositories 
the In-House Relay will store all the events temporarily 
and re-send them when the connection is restored

• Avoids the need to setup internet access to all the devices 
or servers whose events need to be collected

The In-House Relay is normally used in situations where it is not 
possible for the system to report their logs directly to Logtrust’s 
cloud platform:

• Systems in isolated network segments or that, due to 
security policies, do not have internet connectivity

• Machines incapable of tagging their logs in the origin

• Complex or big network topologies 

To solve these cases, the best solution is to install an In-House 
Relay in the network.

The data will be sent from the data source device to the In-House 
Relay and the Relay, after processing the data, will send the event 
data on to Logtrust’s cloud infrastructure.
˙
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The In-House Relay allows to classify and label the logs by rules, 
using various criteria such as the port on the relay where events 
arrive, the origin IP of the sender, the message’s syslog tag, by 
syslog’s facility/level, etc.

The events are always forwarded to Logtrust using an encrypted 
channel and authentication with client certifi cate.
The In-House Relay comes with the following rules activated by 
default:

• Port 12999 (udp): for netfl ow tra  ̋ c. Any device with 
netfl ow support can send their events to this port for 
processing, labelling, and to forward on to Logtrust˙

• Port 13000 (udp/tcp):˙pure relay, for logs that come 
with the correct syslog tag and do not require further 
processing˙

• Port 13001 (udp/tcp): ḟor Unix machines with traditional 
syslogs which are not able to label. The Relay will label 
these logs with a˙box.unix˙tag and send them to Logtrust˙

• Port 13002 (udp/tcp): ḟor Windows machines that are able 
to send logs via syslog but are not able to tag them (i.e. 
Snare agent), the Relay labels the logs with a˙box.win˙tag 
and sends them to Logtrust

For detailed installation and setup instructions for the In-House 
Relay, please see the annex In-House Relay Setup.

6.4 Data Classifi cation

Before the data can be stored correctly it needs to be identifi ed 
and classifi ed to enable further access to each data piece of the 
event as well as enable the use of generalized table searches. The 
identifi cation is done by labelling the events with structured tags.

6.4.1  Tags

To achieve the correct data classifi cation Logtrust uses specifi c 
tags to label all the events processed. The labelling is fundamental 
and a process must me set to correctly collect data. The main 
reason is to structure all the data by content in the most e° ective 
way, allowing to have the richest data available for all further 
actions over the data. 
Logtrust uses tags to identify the correct event fi eld formats of 
the log event. Field formats are for example time, date, numerical, 
text, IP etc. All the third party products that Logtrust supports have 
their specifi c tagging structure and they shall be used in all cases. 
The list of tags can be found in the Logtrust knowledge base and 
it is being updated frequently. 

Please refer to the following link to see the actual list of tags: 
https://logtrust.atlassian.net/wiki/display/LD/List+of+tags
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6.4.1 .1 Tag Structure

Tags have a hierarchical structure consisting of a sequence of 
items separated by periods.
 
Some tag examples: 

• fi rewall.fortinet.tra  ̋ c.allowed

• my.app.vmware

• box.unix.my.pc

Figure 82: Example of a tag structure

In Logtrust all tags have two initial mandatory concepts used to 
make an almost complete division of possible logs space:

- Technology

o Identifi es the general area to which the application 
that generates the log belongs to

o Labels a program that generates web content to 
always start with web. Firewall labels to always start 
with fi rewall

- Brand

o Identifi es the concrete product

o Logs generated by Apache have Apache as brand; 
therefore, all the tags belonging to Apache events 
must start with web.apache. Tomcat logs have 
tomcat as brand and its event tags always start with 
web.tomcat

For some types of logs, it’s enough to use a label formed only 
by the two mandatory concepts: technology and brand. This is 
the case for system logs such as Unix/Linux machines which are 
identifi ed with the label box.unix. But in most cases, these two 
mandatory concepts are only the beginning of a sort process and 
it normally has more levels. In the case of web.apache, it must 
have at least 4 more concepts (6 in total) defi ned to assure the 
correct classifi cation:
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• The type (if it is an access log or error)

• The environment (development, test, production)

• The web applications name

• The name of the machine or clone that has produced the 
event. 

NOTE!: It is very important to understand that any allowed label 
always has two concepts, technology and brand and that these 
values will determine the quantity and allowed values.

When the event format is not recognized (mainly because the 
events have not been tagged or the tag used is incorrect) Logtrust 
will display the whole event as raw data, in a single column, one 
event per line under unkown.unkown tag.

Eventdate Message
09012014 11:12 2014-08-25 00:01:12.11 172.18.2.193 warning FG600B3910600162 traffic violation root deny 3358879734 0 0 0 6 …

Table 1: Example of a Not recognized log format

Eventdate Severity RuleID Deswcription Notifier Action ID Message
09012014 11:12 warning FG600B3910600162 traffic violation root deny 3358879734 2014-08-25 00:01:12.11 172.18.2.193 warning FG600B3910600162 traffic violation root deny 3358879734 0 0 0 6 …

Table 2: Example of a recognized format

Customer proprietary logs or data from product/technologies not 
yet supported by Logtrust can be marked with the tag: my.app. 
This tag has been defi ned specifi cally for all types of common 
data coming from unknown sources. When Logtrust receives an 
event with this tag for the fi rst time, it will generate a notifi cation 
to inform the user with help tips to separate values to their own 
columns with correct values. 

6.4.2  Where to tag

The tagging can be made in several places but it has to be 
done before the event data hits the data repositories. The most 
common place to tag is the data source device itself and the In-
House Relay.

6.5 Data Collection Mechanisms

Logtrust can receive all the events exactly as they were generated 
by the data sources without fi ltering or discarding any parts of 
the information. There are multiple methods to send the data to 
Logtrust for collection. Data can be sent in a native, non-encrypted 
or a secure way using SSL encryption. 

NOTE: Logtrust strongly recommends sending sensitive data 
securely and to only use the native mechanism for testing 
purposes. 

To receive data, by default Logtrust supports multiple so called 
native mechanisms, supported directly by OSes; syslog, syslog-ng, 
r-syslog, HTTP, File Transfer, NetFlow, WMI, SDE, SNMP, selected 
APIs and more. If the system does not support any of these native 
mechanisms, Logtrust Agents can also be used in Windows and 
Unix environments. 
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6.5.1  Windows Agent

Logtrust’s Windows Agent consists of the following applications 
to send the data events from Windows platforms:

- ProxyServerContainer

o For all communication between the applications and 

Logtrust’s servers

- MagicLog

o To send log fi les generated by other applications to 

Logtrust’s servers

- MonitorApp

o To collect and send performance counters to Logtrust

- Proprietary˙application

o It is possible to integrate Logtrust events inside the 

proprietary applications. To do this, Logtrust facilitates 

libraries that can be integrated with the applications. 

Figure 83 : Windows Agent process diagram

To see the Windows Agent installation process please refer to 
chapter 10.5.8: Windows Agent

6.5.2  Linux Agent 

A basic package for a Linux system to report its system logs to 
Logtrust. It mainly consists of rsyslog confi guration fi les that 
automate the confi guration process. Linux Agent allows sending 
data to a secure Relay with SSL + client authentication.

To install the software package follow the installation instructions 
detailed for Linux distributions described in chapter 10– Data 
Source Setup References.
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7 Data Processing
7.1 Search Tool and Data Tables

Once the data source is setup and is sending events to the 
Logtrust system, the data can be accessed and viewed by opening 
the corresponding data table identifi ed by the tagging structure 
created earlier. The information from each data source is collected 
on a data table that can be viewed and modifi ed in several levels 
using the tag structure. 

Figure 84 : Data Table view

In the data table view each row represents an event and each 
column represents a data value correctly recognized by the 
Logtrust system. If the data is not separated over several columns 
or is presented in the unknown tag structure of the search view, it 
is normally due to missing or incorrect tags. 

Eventdate Message
09012014 11:12 2014-08-25 00:01:12.11 172.18.2.193 warning FG600B3910600162 traffic violation root deny 3358879734 0 0 0 6 …

Table 3: Example of Not recognized log format

Eventdate Severity RuleID Deswcription Notifier Action ID Message
09012014 11:12 warning FG600B3910600162 traffic violation root deny 3358879734 2014-08-25 00:01:12.11 172.18.2.193 warning FG600B3910600162 traffic violation root deny 3358879734 0 0 0 6 …

Table 4: Example of well recognized format

7.1.1 Table Toolbar

Search view tools are used to transform the table data into the 
fi nal presenting model needed for correct reporting. The toolbar 
is located in the table view of the Search tool.

Figure 85 : Table tool bar

7Data
Processing
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Column Operations

Toggle Query Editor

Toggle Search Tree

New Alert

Aggregations

Group

Filter

Create Column

Addtitional Tools

Figure 86 : Table tool bar options

7.2 Data Table Processing / Enrichment

The data processing means that the user takes the original data 
source device data table and starts to modify the content to 
obtain a modifi ed data table including all the information needed 
to create value-add reports. The modifi cations are normally 
made creating new data columns by comparing and aggregating 
information from the original table. The Search Tool bar gives 
every user a rich set of tools to achieve these targets.

7.2.1 Filtering Tools 

The Filtering tool is used to include only rows with a certain value 
in certain column or by using negations to exclude the values. A 
common example is to remove the missing data pieces like “null” 
values or “0” values.

Figure 87 : Filtering out all rows with “null” value from the       
SourceIPlongnitude column
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Note: To see all the default Operations currently available to fi lter 
data please see Filtering Operations Annex 9.4.

7.2.2  Creating New Columns

The Create Column tool is used to add new columns to the 
existing table using di° erent operations.
A simple example of adding a column is to use a lookup operation 
on existing column information to create a new column with new 
data. For example, a data column that holds IP based information 
is used to create columns with coordinates. This is done by using 
a Geolocation operation for latitude and longitude values. The 
Geolocation Latitude/Longitude operations are lookup tasks that 
Logtrust runs in the background to resolve the coordinates against 
any registered public IPv4 IP addresses. 

Figure 88: To create a new column, select the create column icon

A confi guration dialog is opened to fi ll in the required information 
for the operation. Based on the column called srcIp, we will 
use the data to Geolocate the Latitude and Longitude in new 
columns, naming these as specifi ed i.e. SourceIPlatitude and the 
Geolocation Latitude operation is selected. The argument will be 
the source IP column, the seed information.

Figure 89 : To add a latitude column to the table
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Saving the column creation dialog a new column called 
SourceIPlatitude is added to the data table.

Figure 90 : Newly added columns to enrich the data

Note: To see all the default Create Column Operations currently 
available, please see the Creating Column Operations Annex 9.3.

7.2.3  Grouping Columns

By grouping columns the data rows can be aggregated with 
di° erent operations and with an aggregation grouping time. The 
result of grouping is a data table presenting all the di° erent row 
value combinations of the grouped columns inside the selected 
group time.
 
In this example we group 3 di° erent columns (latitude, longitude 
and service) and used a 1 day aggregation time. All the di° erent 
row value combinations of these columns in each 1 day are now 
aggregated to a single line. 

Figure 91 : Grouping 3 columns with 1 day intervals

Figure 92 : Result of the grouping
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Grouping columns correctly and in an optimized way is 
fundamental for the best possible reporting results over the data.

7.2.4  Aggregating Data Table Columns

The Next step to enrich the data is to add information using the 
Aggregation function. This way the data can be copied from the 
original table, before the grouping, to the aggregated table and 
automatically apply the parameters used for grouping such as the 
aggregation time.
 
The most commonly used aggregation function is Count. This 
value will indicate how many times the exact combination of the 
row values of aggregated columns was presented in the grouping 
time. 

Figure 93 : Creating the count by aggregating function

Figure 94 : New column indicating the repetition inside the                     
grouping time range

After all the aggregations the table will have the data with the 
correct granularity required for the fi nal data presentation. The 
data presentation process is explained in the next chapter - Data 
Presentation.

Note: To see all the default Aggregations Operations currently 
available, please see the Aggregation Operations Annex 9.5.
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Other tools located in the Search Tool bar:

Search Tree

The search tree is used to keep track of all the modifi cations done 
over the data table. Each action taken over the data is saved to the 
tree. The user can go back to any point to make a di° erent action 
if needed.

Figure 95: Search tree
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Query Editor

The query editor is another tracking tool that is used to present all 
the modifi cations over the data table in query scripting language. 
The script can be modifi ed and run to create any action available 
in the search tool.

The Query editor becomes very useful when for example the user 
needs to repeat similar actions over and over. In this case, it can 
be done once and then in the editor by copying and pasting the 
same line and changing the parameters needed. Then click the 
RUN button and the action is repeated quickly and hassle free.

Figure 96: Query Editor
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8 Data Presentation
 When working with tables and trying to get to the optimal 
data presentation model it is possible to use graphical tool to 
present the table data before continuing to the dashboard or 
application presentations. This way the data can be altered easily 
if the result did not meet the desired requirements. 

8.1 Graphical Previewing

Continuing the previous example, at this point the data is ready 
to be presented. As the table has coordinates information, a heat 
map could be the best way to present data values. The heat map 
is a world map that uses coordinates to pinpoint the event to the 
real physical location.
 
To create a graphical presentation, open the additional tools 
menu and choose the Graphics Item and then, for example, the 
Google Heat Map.

Figure 97 : Graphics Menu

The Heat Map needs specifi c data parameters to be able to 
present the data correctly. The Google Heat Map parameters 
are; coordinates in the format of latitude and longitude and the 
magnitude/size of the presented map point.

The size is used to set the intensity of the event at the physical 
location and in this example the Count value will be used. Apply 
the needed values by dragging and dropping the column headers 
into the corresponding slot in the graph parameters. 

8Data
Presentation
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Figure 98 : Parameters for the Heat Map – Lat, Long and Size are required

 the column headers are introduced to the slots the map opens 
automatically presenting the data.

Figure 99 : Preview graph of a Google Heat Map

Using the 4th parameter, Partitioning, a secondary value can be 
viewed on the same map for each location. In this example we 
can use the service column to separate the service port that was 
used for the connection.

Figure 100 : Service column to Partitioning slot
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Figure 101 : Using Partitioning parameter for service viewing

8.2 Graphical Data Correlation

Logtrust’s graphical tool also allows to create correlation graphics 
using two or more totally di° erent data tables. The graph is used 
to follow similarities between di° erent data tables like fi rewall/
web server or fi rewall/vpn server.

In this example there are two tables used: fi rewall violation log 
and apache web server log. The correlation graph is used to see 
if there are IP addresses connected to the web server port 80 
and if at the same time they have caused access violations in the 
fi rewall. 

Figure 102 : Graphical correlation between fi rewall violation log and the web 
server

To get this data the data source device tables were processed by 
fi ltering port 80 and by aggregating the data to get only the exact 
information required.
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Figure 103 : Processed web access log

Figure 104 : Processed fi rewall violation log

8.3 Dashboard Data Source

The Dashboard data source is a mechanism that Logtrust uses 
to automatically feed, in real-time, dashboard widgets or any 
customized monitoring applications (vertical applications). Once 
the user has created the fi nal table with all the required information, 
the next step is to create reports over the data. With the Logtrust 
platform, real-time reporting is done by using Dashboards or 
Vertical Apps fed by Dashboard Data Source mechanisms. There 
can be multiple Dashboard Data Sources running at the same 
time using the same or di° erent data tables.

In general, the Dashboard DS is a process where the processed 
data table including all the process steps (fi ltering, grouping, 
aggregations, etc…) is saved as a virtual data source table machine 
running continuously and feeding all widgets used for reporting.
 
The aggregation tasks have an impact on the overall system, 
therefore Logtrust limits the amount of active aggregation tasks 
per user. The activation and deactivation is controlled in the main 
tool menu Account Administration -> CI Center.
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8.4 Dashboards and Vertical Applications

Dashboards and Vertical Applications are explained in the chapter 
4 – subchapter 4.2 and subchapter4.5.

8.5 Exporting from Data Tables 

If the data is needed to be used in external applications or 
processes, Logtrust supports data table extraction in several fi le 
formats. The data exporting is done via the Search Tool. Firstly the 
data table that is to be exported must be opened. If the data needs 
to be enriched, this must be done before exporting. Once the 
table has the fi nal format, use the toolbar item Additional Tools 
and choose the menu item Query Info -> Download. 

Figure 105 : Data Download Menu

Figure 106 : Specify the fi le format, fi le name, Time Zone and date format
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Figure 107 : Supported formats for fi le and date

8.6 Data Sharing

Once the user has created Dashboards or search queries that 
might be interesting for other users, the information can be shared 
inside the system using di° erent mechanisms.

Each Dashboard menu has a share item in the top menu allowing 
to share the report in several ways.

Figure 108 : Dashboard main menu

Figure 109 : Sharing options

Figure 110 : Unsharing options
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8.6.1  Permalinks

Permalinks are URL links pointing directly at the shared Dashboard. 
Permalinks are easy to exchange for example by mail and can be 
used securely as the user needs to have access to the Logtrust 
platform as well as access rights to shared Dashboard in order to 
view them. After deleting the actual permalink item from the CI-
Center the shared link becomes obsolete.
 

Figure 111 : Step 1 Select Date Range or Standard time period and choose if it 
can be edited by other users

Figure 112 : Copy the link to share

All the shared Permalinks are saved in the CI Centre to allow 
control over shared data. If the Permalink is removed from the 
CI Centre all the links shared with other users will be immediately 
deactivated.

Figure 113 : CI Centre Permalink list

8.7 Data Alerting

The Logtrust Search Tool gives the user the possibility to create 
practically any kind of alert over the data table. The alert creating 
process is similar to the Dashboard Data Source creation, where 
the exact data format is created using all the tools available, 
allowing to save the fi nal data table as an alert. 
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For example when looking at the fi rewall access violation logs, 
the user wants to have an alert for the violations that come from 
a certain country using a specifi c destination port and a specifi c 
device.

The data processing for creating an alert should be more detailed 
as wider criteria causes an alert fl ood and makes the following up 
of active alerts di  ̋ cult if not useless.

Once the data is processed and the result condition to be alerted 
is shown on the data table, the table is saved as an alert. This is 
done by using the Alert tool on the Search Tool Bar.

Figure 114 : Alert Tool

This opens a ḋialogue i̇n which the user sets up the domain, where 
the following must be detailed:

• Subcategory: An existing category can be used by clicking 
on the drop down menu or a new one can be created by 
typing.˙

• Context: The name of the alert that is being defi ned. This 
must be a unique name.

• Message: short text message that is sent with the alert 
(see, How to defi ne Alert short messages)

• Description: long message that is sent in the alert detail

The user can defi ne two kinds of custom alerts:˙

• Alerts that are generated for each detected event˙

• Alerts that are generated when a given amount of events 
occur during a given time period

Figure 115 : New Alert defi nition view
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Figure 116 : Alert over each matching event

Figure 117 : Alerting using a period of time reporting all the events matched 
during the period

All the alerts created by users in the account are saved to the 
Alert Confi guration under MyAlerts, then showing the specifi ed 
SubCategory and the Context.

Figure 118: Alerts confi guration
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9 Annexes
9.1 List of Currently Supported Technologies

Technology Brand

Operating Systems 
• *nix

• Windows

DNS • bind

Firewalls

• Cisco ASA

• Cisco Pix

• Cisco FWSM

• Fortinet

• Pfsense

• Sophos

• Stonegate

• Juniper

• PaloAlto

• Meraki

Tra ̋  c • Netfl ow

Proxies
• Bluecoat

• Squid

Switches • Cisco

Web Servers

• Apache

• IIS

• Jboss

• Tomcat

UTM

• Sophos

• Fortinet

• Juniper

• Meraki

Antivirus

• FSecure

• Trendmicro

• Symantec

• McAfee

9Annexes
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IDS/IPS

• Sophos

• Cisco SDEE

• Corero/
Toplayer

• Proventia 
Siteprotector

• Modsecurity

SIEM • HP ArcSight

Others
• Active 

Directory
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9.2 I n-House Relay Setup

The Logtrust In-House Relay installation and confi guration steps:

1. Setup the software repositories for the In-House Relay 
Linux OS

• wget http://repository.logtrust.net/PublicKey

• sudo apt-key add PublicKey

• sudo gpg –import PublicKey

2. Create the fi le: “/etc/apt/sources.list.d/logtrust.list” and 
type the following line:

• deb http://repository.logtrust.net/ precise main

3. Execute the following commands to get and install the In-
House Relay application

• sudo apt-get update

• sudo apt-get upgrade

• sudo apt-get install logtrust-relay

• sudo logtrust-relay-confi gure

4. Give a system hostname for the In-House Relay node

5. Confi gure the In-House Relay network interface
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6. Give an In-House Relay name 

7. Setup the endpoint where the data is to be sent from          
the Relay

8. Change the endpoint that is shown by default and 
introduce: 

- amazon.eu-west.collector.logtrust.net

9. Confi gure the endpoint port number to send the data

10. Introduce the API Key to identify the Logtrust account.

To get the API key, login to the Logtrust’s application, copy 
the key from Account Administration > Credentials

Figure 119: Api Key
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It is not necessary to introduce the API secret. Type in 
something random and press “OK”.

11. Confi gure the optional proxy access

If a proxy access is needed for the In-House Relay to be able 
to send the data to the data repositories it can be introduced 
here. If no proxy is needed then click “No”. 

12. Setup completed successfully
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13. Installation confi rmation

Check the log fi le executing:

- tail –f /var/log/lt-relay.log

14. Finally, return to the Logtrust Web Application and from 
the Account Administration -> Relays menu, activate the 
new Relay by clicking˙on the red button˙in˙the Active 
column to the left.

Figure 120: Relays Menu

Now the Relay is ready to forward the events on to the data 
repositories. To setup the fl ow of data from the data source 
devices to the İn-House Ṙelay u̇se the specifi ed ports for di° erent 
events: 

Table 5 : In-House Relay pre-defi ned ports for event types
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9.3 Create Column Operations

Create Column 
Operations

Description

Equal (=) Verifi es if two values are quantitatively the same

Greater or equal (ˆ)
Verifi es if a value is greater than or equal to another 
value

Greater  than (>) Verifi es if a value is greater than another value

Less or equal (ˇ)
Verifi es if a value is less than or equal to another 
value

Less than (<)
Verifi es if a value is less than or equal to another 
value

Maximum Returns the number with the highest value

Not equal (˘) Verifi es if two values are not the same

minimum Returns the number with the lowest value.

+ Addition of numbers

- Di° erence between two numbers

Absolute value
Numerical value of a number without regard of its 
sign

Ceiling Rounds a number upwards

Division Integer division of two numbers

Floor Rounds a number downwards

Human size Converts number in human readable format

Module Division remainder

Real division Real division of two integers

Rounding Rounds a number to the nearest integer

Sign Returns the sign of a number

Square root Square root of

To Float Converts a string into a number

To Int Converts a string into an integer number

× Product of numbers

Contains
Checks the occurrence of a specifi ed value in a 
given string

Ends with Tests if a string ends with a specifi ed su  ̋ x

Length Returns the length of a string

Locate
Returns the position of the fi rst occurrence of a 
specifi ed value in a string

Lower case Converts a string to lowercase letters

Matches Tests for a match in a string
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Regular expression Builds a regular expression

Replace all
Searches a string for all the occurrences of a value 
and returns a new string with all those values 
replaced

Replace fi rst
Searches a string for a specifi ed value and returns a 
new string where the fi rst occurrence is replaced

Split
Splits a string by a literal separator, but returns only 
the selected piece (counting from 0)

Split regexp
Splits a string by a regular expression, but returns 
only the selected piece (counting from 0)

Starts with Tests if a string starts with a specifi ed prefi x

Substitute

Matches the fi rst occurrence of a regular expression 
and substitutes it by a template. On failure, returns 
the original expression or returns the fail value (if 
given)

Substitute all
Replaces all occurrences of a regular expression by 
a template

Substring Extraction of a substring from a given string

Template Builds a template

To string Converts a date into a string

Trim both sides
Removes the whitespace from the beginning and 
end of a string

Trim the left side
Removes the whitespace from the beginning of a 
string

Trim the right side Removes the whitespace from the end of a string

Upper case Converts a string to uppercase letters

Is not null Verifi es if a value is not null

Is null Verifi es if a value is null

Epoch milliseconds
Returns the number of milliseconds since midnight 
Jan 1, 1970

HTTP Status 
Description

Returns HTTP Status Description from the HTTP 
Status Code

HTTP Status Type
Returns HTTP Status Type from the HTTP Status 
Code

IP Protocol Converts an IP protocol name to its protocol code

IPv4 legal use Test whether an IPv4 is a public address

Is Private IPv4 Test whether an IPv4 is a private address

Is Public IPv4 Test whether an IPv4 is a public address

Is in IPv4 in a net

Squid Black Lists 
Flags

Label a domain according to Squid Black Lists

To IP Converts a string into an IP

Geolocated City Geolocates an ip and returns the city

Geolocated 
Connection Speed

Geolocates an ip and returns the connection speed 
category
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Geolocated Country Geolocates an ip and returns the country

Geolocated ISP Geolocates an ip and returns the ISP

Geolocated Latitude Geolocates an ip and returns the latitude

Geolocated 
Longitude

Geolocates an ip and returns the longitude

Geolocated 
Organization

Geolocates an ip and returns the organization

Geolocated Postal 
Code

Geolocates an ip and returns the postal code

Geolocated Region Geolocates an ip and returns the region

Geolocated Region 
Name

Geolocates an ip and returns the region name

ISO-3166-1 
Continent Alpha-2

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Continent Alpha-2 Code 
from any continent identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 
Continent Name

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Continent Name from any 
continent identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 Country 
Alpha-2 Code

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Country Alpha-2 Code from 
any country identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 Country 
Alpha-2 Continent

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Country Alpha-2 Continent 
from any country identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 Country 
Alpha-3 Code

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Country Alpha-3 Code from 
any country identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 Country 
Latitude

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Country Latitude from any 
country identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 Country 
Longitude

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Country Longitude from any 
country identifi cation

ISO-3166-1 Country 
Name

Returns the ISO-3166-1 Country Name from any 
country identifi cation

And
Logical Conjunction: true if all the statements are 
true

Not
Logical complement. The negation of true is false 
and vice versa

Or
Logical disjunction: true if one of the statements is 
true

Conditional Conditional expression

Decode Maps from one set of values to another

User Agent 
Company

Parses the User Agent to get the creator company

User Agent 
Company URL

Parses the User Agent to get the creator company 
URL

User Agent Device 
Icon

Parses the User Agent to get the device type icon

User Agent Device 
Information URL

Parses the User Agent to get the device information 
URL

User Agent Device 
Type

Parses the User Agent to get the device type

User Agent Family Parses the User Agent to get its family

User Agent Icon Parses the User Agent to get its icon

User Agent 
Information URL

Parses the User Agent to get its information URL

User Agent Name Parses the User Agent to get its name
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User Agent OS 
Company

Parses the User Agent to get the OS creator 
company

User Agent OS 
Company URL

Parses the User Agent to get the OS creator 
company URL

User Agent OS 
Family

Parses the User Agent to get its OS family

User Agent OS Icon Parses the User Agent to get the OS icon

User Agent OS 
Name

Parses the User Agent to get the OS name

User Agent OS URL Parses the User Agent to get the OS URL

User Agent URL Parses the User Agent to get its URL

User Agent Version Parses the User Agent to get its version

User Agent is Robot Parses the User Agent to get whether it is a robot

User Agent type Parses the User Agent to get its type

Table 6 : All current Create Column Operations
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9.4 Filtering Operations

Filter Data Operations Description

Equal (=)
Verifi es if two values are quantitatively the 
same

Greater or equal (ˆ)
Verifi es if a value is greater than or equal 
to another value

Greater than (>)
Verifi es if a value is greater than another 
value

Less or equal (ˇ)
Verifi es if a value is less than or equal to 
another value

Less than (<)
Verifi es if a value is less than or equal to 
another value

Not equal (˘) Returns the number with the highest value

Contains Verifi es if two values are not the same

Ends with Tests if a string ends with a specifi ed su  ̋ x

Matches Tests for a match in a string

Starts with Tests if a string starts with a specifi ed prefi x

Is not null Verifi es if a value is not null

Is null Verifi es if a value is null

Is Private IPv4 Test whether an IPv4 is a private address

Is Public IPv4 Test whether an IPv4 is a public address

Is in IPv4 in a net

And
Logical Conjunction: true if all the 
statements are true

Not
Logical complement. The negation of true 
is false and vice versa

Or
Logical disjunction: true if one of the 
statements is true

User Agent is Robot
Parses the User Agent to get whether it is 
a robot

Table 7 : All current fi ltering operations
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9.5 Aggregations Operations

Aggregations Description

Count The number of rows in the group

Average The average of the values of the selected column

HyperLogLog++
Count Estimation

HyperLogLog distinct estimation

Maximum The largest value of the selected column

Minimum The smallest value of the selected column

Standard deviation 
(biased)

The biased standard deviation of the values of 
the selected column

Standard deviation 
(unbiased)

The unbiased standard deviation of the values of 
the selected column

Sum (∑) The sum of the values in the selected column

Sum Square (∑²)
The sum of the squares of values in the selected 
column

Variance (biased)
The biased variance of the values of the selected 
column

Variance (unbiased)
The unbiased variance of the values of the 
selected column

Table 8 : All current default Aggregations
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9.6 Default Alerts
Category Subcategory Alert 

Application Server Apache Tomcat Server Tomcat Startup 
Application Server Apache Tomcat Server Tomcat Shutdown 
Application Server Apache Tomcat Server Tomcat common errors 
Application Server Apache Tomcat Server Tomcat too many GCs 
Application Server Apache Tomcat Server Tomcat GC max time exceeded 
Application Server Apache Tomcat Server Tomcat severe errors 
Application Server JBoss Server JBoss Startup 
Application Server JBoss Server JBoss Shutdown 
Application Server JBoss Server JBoss common errors 
Attacks Suspicious Activity Malicious Ip Addresses 
Attacks Suspicious Activity Malware Domains 
Attacks Suspicious Activity Malware Urls 
Attacks Scanning PortScan 
Attacks BruteForcing SSH Bruteforcing 
Attacks BruteForcing DeskTop 
Attacks Geolocation UnUsual Connection 
logtrust Collector Logs format errors 
logtrust Collector Log size growth 
logtrust Structural common alerts Reminder 
logtrust Structural common alerts Recovery 
logtrust Structural common alerts Antiflooding Start 
Monitoring NetWork Data Sent 
Monitoring NetWork Data Received 
Monitoring Relay Events Per Second 
Monitoring Relay Events Per Minute 
Monitoring Machine Load Load Alert 
Monitoring Generic Monitoring Staying Alive 
Monitoring Generic Monitoring Site Availability 
Monitoring CPU Monitoring CPU Alert A 
Monitoring CPU Monitoring CPU Alert B 
Monitoring Memory Monitoring Available Memory A 
Monitoring Memory Monitoring Available Memory B 
Monitoring Disk Monitoring Disk Alert A 
Monitoring Disk Monitoring Disk Alert B 
System Unix/Linux Unix Critical Error 
System Unix/Linux Unix Kernel Oops 
System Unix/Linux APT Packages 
System Windows Windows Critical Errol 
System MacOs MacOs Critical Errol 
System BSD BSD Critical Errol 
System VmWare VmWare Critical Error 
Tracking User Tracking User 
Web Server Apache Apache Critical Error 
Web Server IIS IIS Critical Error 
Web Server Generic SSL Warning 
Web Server HTTP Attack Malicious Http Methods 
Web Server HTTP Attack Proxy Abuse 
Web Server HTTP Attack Suspicious User Agent 
Web Server Apache Apache common errors 
Web Server Apache Apache Invoke dir as script 
Web Server Apache Apache client denied by server conf 
Web Server Apache Apache FQDN servername not resolved 
Web Server Apache Apache bind to addr fail 
Web Server Apache Apache favicon not found 
Web Server Apache Apache too many 404 errors 
Web Server Apache Apache mixing ports error 
Web Server Apache Apache PHP fatal error 
Web Server Apache Apache too many byte range requests 
Web Server Apache Apache Shutdown 
Web Server Apache Apache Startup 
Web Server Apache Apache SSL Heartbleed 
Web Server Apache Apache Multiple SSL heartbeat requests 

 

Figure 121: Default alerts
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9.7 Ve rtical Applications

A general list of Vertical Applications currently available for 
activation in any account

System monitoring
Real-time status of customer infrastructures with detailed charts 
and historical data for each machine.

Author: L̇ogtrust

Alert administration
This application allows Logtrust’s customers to manage their 
alerts (both generic and customized).

Author: L̇ogtrust

Firewall report
Monitoring of customer fi rewall activity providing real-time 
statistics, geolocation and historical data.

Author: L̇ogtrust

Attack alert library
Real-time notifi cation of possible attacks on the customers 
infrastructure.

Author: L̇ogtrust
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OS Alert library
Monitoring of errors and abnormal situations on the customers 
operating systems (Unix/linux, Windows, MacOSX, BSD and 
Vmware).

Author: L̇ogtrust

Web server alert library
This library monitors errors and detects possible attacks on the 
customers web servers (Apache, IIS and HTTP).

Author: L̇ogtrust

Application server alert library
This library monitors errors and detects possible attacks on the 
customers application servers (Apache Tomcat and KBoss).

Author: L̇ogtrust

For more detailed and current information please refer to the 
Logtrust webpage using the following link: https://www.logtrust.
com/apps.html




